The organization and evolution of cloned globin genes.
The globin genes represent a complex set of sequences that are expressed in a coordinate fashion during the development of red blood cells. while this complex family of genes may consist of as many as ten to fourteen members [34], three of these genes have now been cloned and their entire nucleotide sequence determined. As was initially observed in the case of beta globin major gene, all are encoded in three distinct coding blocks separated by two intervening sequences of DNA. Their intervening sequences of DNA are preserved, with respect to location, but are widely divergent, with respect to size and sequence. The divided information in each gene is edited and spliced together at the level of its initial RNA transcript which is complementary to the entire gene sequence including its intervening sequences. Structural correlation analyses have allowed us to identify sites in all three genes that might be responsible for the initiation of transcription, RNA splicing, and poly A addition. The function of these sites has been tested by cloning these genes in an animal virus vector SV40. Such animal virus hybrids have been used to infect tissue culture cells and have directed the synthesis of both alpha and beta mouse globin in cells of monkey origin. These studies indicate that such signals operate across species barriers and further indicate that the animal virus vector system will be useful in elucidating their function.